
Telco Overview
2 Canadian telecommunication companies, 1 national, founded in 1960, with 4,000 to 5,000 call center agents, and 1 Quebec based, 
established in 1964, with 2,000 to 3,000 agents, had challenges accommodating call center overflow. Potential new business and 
customer satisfaction were at risk. At capacity and unwilling to outsource overflow to call center suppliers, they were considering re-rout-
ing calls to in-home agents.

Challenges
The cost to provide in-home agents with hardware and 
software to ensure a consistent, seamless service experience, 
with company branding, was prohibitive. The time to set up an 
in-home agent was days. IT would have to manage software 
updates and upgrades at the individual agent site which was 
difficult and time-consuming. In-home agents and customers 
experience would be negatively impacted, resulting in numer-
ous agent support calls and increased customer support calls. 
They also faced the need to migrate to Windows 10; over 70% 
of their endpoint hardware was not compliant with Windows 
10. They needed to find a cost effective alternative.

• Provision of in-home desktop units and 
   set-up prohibitive
• Time to set-up in home agents days
• Management and call center support calls 
   require heavy resources
• 70% of endpoint hardware not compliant with 
   Windows 10

Telco Use Cases - IGEL Partner

Approach
IGEL analyzed companies’ data center current hardware and software structures and business needs for operating and cost optimization. 
Both companies run on Citrix environments. As a strong endpoint Citrix partner, IGEL could easily assess the current Citrix environment 
for optimization. Third Octet, an IGEL and Citrix professional services partner, was also consulted.

The Challenge



Solutions

IGEL recommended both companies migrate their call centers to Windows 10 and 
adopt IGEL operating systems (OS) for a cost effective and secure alternative to deliver 
the applications and data to their agents. IGEL operating systems (OS) units, VOIP 
phones and routers were provided to at-home users. IGEL software driven end points 
reduced hardware replacement or new hardware costs by approximately $1,200 per 
user, resulting in a considerably more inexpensive way to provide at-home users with 
their VDI connection. In-house users requiring hardware upgrades were provided IGEL 
units on an as needed basis. To achieve uniform branding and security across all users, 
the IGEL unit is configured with the embedded VPN client and Citrix Receiver. Manag-
ing Windows 10 in the data center enables the IT team to perform upgrades once and 
apply to all in-house and at-home users at one time. After the initial configuration, only 
minimal updates are required on the edge, approximately every quarter. End point 
management costs are significantly decreased.

Work. Life. Balance.

• Windows 10 migration
• Citrix Receiver
• IGEL software OS
• IGEL OD
• IGEL Universal 
   Management Suite

The Solution

Telco Use Cases - IGEL Partner

Benefits

These customers have experienced the substantial savings of using low cost software driven end points from IGEL on existing 
hardware rather than replacing all new hardware at the edge of the network.  Industry statistics predict 70% of hardware will 
need to be replaced to support Windows 10. IGEL enables you to reuse the same hardware and connect to Windows 10 in the 
data center/cloud for considerably less cost than hardware replacement. The endpoint complexity and cost of management of 
Windows 10 at the edge of the network is also substantially reduced with the use of IGEL software driven endpoints. Simple, 
Safe, Secure! The IGEL solution delivers value far above its cost.

The Benefits

Considerable cost-savings in 
end point management 

Minimal updates and call center 
support required for efficient 
allocation of IT resources

Consistent branding and 
customer experience

Centralized management 
from a single pane of glass

Time to set up agents hours 
rather than days

3 company solution and 
support



About Us

About IGEL
IGEL (www.igel.com) is the world leader in providing software-defined endpoint optimization and control solutions for cloud and 
virtualized workspaces. The company’s world-leading software products include IGEL OS™, IGEL UD Pocket™ (UDP) and Universal 
Management Suite™ (UMS). These solutions comprise a more secure, manageable and cost-effective endpoint management and 
control platform across nearly any x86 device.

About Third Octet Inc.
We design and implement technology solutions as a means to anywhere access for Work Life Balance improving engagement, 
productivity and profit for our clients.

For more information,  please visit www.thirdoctet.com or contact
Norrie Davidson, CEO, ndavidson@thirdoctet.com, 647-728-0610 x 3806


